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RE:

Jim,

Mr. Erkki Rantenen has calibrated Smart Ion yesterday and Mr.
Vilsa1la has measured BW-6h23 today. The radiation source
was 500 mCi. I hope now Is OK.

Best Regards,

Taplo Makkonen

ERýc It07v- ,36l2-

fff5"i: Win'r t45ty
V#ALASE
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D) Details of Source Mounting and Retention Within the Device

Means for mounting the source and source holder In the Device; the top cover plate is attached with

fouIr croshead screws. The radiatlon source Is In the lead housing. 7U. retainer of the radiation

sowue carries the sourc with a 3 mm dreaded tap though the lad housing.

E) Details of SafWty Fetures

,The gauge onasstrs of two housings. The upper contains the beta source, shutter assembly, atnd

associated electronics. The lower contains the detector and its cluoonics.

ThU main pars o0the gauge ame made of aluminun (97AWAl),

The shutter of the •puge is controlled by the measurement computer, so it Is Inposible to twr rho

shutter open manually without disassembling some puts of the gauge. The Interface board to the

shutter hap been dealpod so that power off, shutter open and shutter closed have Wifrorant status

values, allowing tMe computer to notify and warn of Mr conditions.

* When the computer signals the inAerftC board to open the shattr, the inteface: board activats the

* torque solenoid. The shutter disk Trns to move its opening under the radioactive source. Two

conditionsare absolutely required b•rore the shutter will open; I) power must be on to both the

Analyzer and the computer and 2) the computer must be sending dte shutter-opea signal to the

interfhee board. Whenever the electrical urnent is decreased (to less then 25% of nominal) or turned

offto tho system. an Integated spiral spr•ig in the torque solenoid retuns the shuttur disk to the OPP

or closed position.

The position indicating disk connected at the other end of the axle or dte torque solenoid turns to a

position that gives a "shutter opeW" indication to the position sensor. The signals of the position sensor

are interpreted by the interftce board and sent to the computer to.provide position status information.

The computer interface on the; interface board is isolated to give immunity to ground loops and io

protect electronic circuits. The open state of the shutter is iltdicated with a red light and die off or

closed state of the shutter is indicated with a green light These lights are seen on the upper comerns of

the top lover plate wheo th. system is operating.

The pp between source housing and detector housIing (where the paper web runs) is 1.3 mm wide. it

is not possible for the shutter disk (2 mm thick) to drop off in case of defecft i the torque solenoid.

There ar• loud shlelas In dhe detectr holder to stop the radton that is ecominl down tlhrough the

detector and the preamplifier boards. Miuimum thikuness of the liad shields is I0 mm (0.4 In.). No

radiation over background is expected to come through the detector (nor duos, as shown on the

radtion proiles fbr the Device),

Means of securinag the Device in its installed position on the Analyzer; the Device is attached with two

6 mm thread screws from inside of the Analyzer. It is not possible to remove the Device/fom the
mount without opme g the looked dom on the Analysr.

As Is demonsrated by the radiation profile for this Device, It Is very well shieldcd against cmittIng

muOh scattered rdiation. The primary radiation beam is inaccesuslbe, because tho Device is designed

with only I.S mm gap between the source and detector housings. The primary radiatlion beam is

shielded from penebating through the detector housing by lead shirlds.

The 2 MM thick shutter disk lies normally in the OFF, sourcershlielded, or closed position. Only under

the conditions where there is adequate power to ta Device and the signal from the computer says
"open" will the shutter disk move to the OPEN or sourc@-exposd position. A position indicating disk

is integrated into the shuttes 'ontrol mechanism. It sends the OIPEN/CLOSED scams i•fomiation to

the computer and also causes the red or green warning light en the Device itself" to be lit, indicatlg at

a glance the shutter suatu.

V1W GAIWIftlb 
ankle Dog, MIMS
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The Device Is mounted in a fixed position on the TAPIO Pape•r Machine Analyzer. The Analyzer
itself provides uipgiracant shielding and limited access directly behind the Device. The Analyzer alsQ
has attached as a protctvo barrier a bar (painted yellow) provent••$ anyone froim standing to either

side orthe Device (where radiation profiles indicate the only significant stray radiation is found). See
Attachument I (ora photograph (from manutctumr's sales brochure) of the complcto Analyzer system.

1his Device can be safely operated by persons mow having nminig in radiologiua) protection. The
primary beam is inaccessible. The narrow gap between the source and detector housings (I.5 mm)
prevents any human body pars from being placed in the path of the radioactive beam. Standard red
ad grew warninS liht re Used to inform personnel when the shutter Ls open or closed, Th" shutter
is open only If there is power to the Device and the computer connected to it is sending the "shutter
open" sigSal. Safety Wnctions are thoroughly tested by the manu %thor as part of the quality control
process.
Under ordinary conditions of handling, storage, and use, radioactive material will not be relceasecd or
iaveutmntly removed from the Device. The Device is pernanently mounted and used only on the
manuboltu-re's Paper Machine Analyzer-and only in laboratoy settings. Warning labets arc
prominently displayed on the Device. Warnings on the labels and In the Operator's Manual warn

airinst opening or otherwise servicing the Device except by propedry authorized persons.

It Is unlikely tiat mny person will receive in I year a dose in excess oflO0/ofrthe annual limits
specified in Schedule II, Table I (Maximum Permissible Doses). The radiation profilc shows low

"lekp•ga earound the Device. Highest is on the suwbee at the gap Itself (od both sIdes) whore the
Nab~suoutth~b~flft20p3fitPb~r~d ~ bit'-flff a 7 rnelCM 2 windatw ThP

.. VM~~S .......... 0-- - - C .-- ........- - - -

any peron would receive an exuemnal radiation dose in excess of those specified in Schedule U.. No

siSgificant f1i explosion, or corrosion hazard is expected in the intended environment in which the
Device will be opearting The ANSIIS30 classlikatlon of the sqource uaod ia C.33222, meeting In

eveay test cateory the minimum perfonrane requirements given in I10.2919 for the use of sealed
sources for beta gauges (i.e., 33222).

F) Details of Positive Fastening of Shutter for Transportation - Not apKicablo as source is shippod

separately ofthe Device. The Device housing is shIpped already installed on the Analyzer, but

without the source insalled. Source Is shipped separately in the original manufacturer's
(Amersham's) packaging
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0) Classification s paS ANS1.N$38

BW".h23 GCeassfation

ANSI classification for OW-Mh23 Basis Weight Sensor

ANSI 12 - 699 -999 - R1

The BW-5h23 Basis Weight Sensor Is designed as an option on the Taplo
Paper Machine Analyzer. The Analyzer Is designed to be a laboratory
device, hence the operating temperature Is restricted to +I18C - +250C.
The BW-5h23 Is not used separately, so It Is operating In normal moom
temperatures only. This gives 12.

The stray radiation measurements were performed by JaaMO TikKinen of
the Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety on April 27, 1995.

* The classifioation is based on the results of these measurements.
* i Measurements were performed in both the shutter-open and shutter-closed

positiors.

Radiation Source ON

* The classif$•caton is based on the highest absorbed00se rate measured
with a 7pig/cM window at the 5 cm, 30 cm, and 100cm Is0dlstance lines
onthe left side on the sensor. At 5crn, the reading was 8.5 mR/hIt, At
30 Gm, there was no measurable exposure in any 'direction. Hence there
cannot be any stray radiation at 100 cm Isodlstance line, This gives a
classificaton of 599 for the -source orr test.

Radiation Source OFF

The clIasosflatlon Is based on the highest absorbed dose rate measured
with a? mgfmorn window at the 5 cm. 30 cm, and 100cm Isodlstance lines
on the left side on the sensor. At 5 cm, the reading was 0. 1 mR/hr. At
30 cM, there was no measurable exposure In any dirqcton. Hence there
* cannot be any stray radiation at 100 om Isodlstano line. Thi gives a
deuffication rofM for the'source or test,

The 8WhSW. Bas Weight Sensor uses a radioactive source to make
beta-radialion. The radiation source is-PHC.80955 (or PHV.09,52) of
Amersham International plc. The radiation source has run the safety
peftrmance tests according to 1i0 standard (1S0.2919) and has ISO
classificalkin C33222. This gives R1,
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BASIS WEIGHT SENSOR BW-5h23

Components list

I Body
2 Detector holder
3 Detector housing
4 Aperture selection knob
5 Top cover plate
6 Aperture selection disk
I Fastening plate
8 Cover plate
a qRhzft

10 Aperture indication lights
12 Position indication disk
13 Preamplifier
14 Retainer of radiation sourc
16 Fastening plate
16 Lead shield
17 Shutter

23 Sensor
24 Electronics
26 Radiation soume
52 Torque solenoid
53 Lead housing
54 Lead ring
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